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ensure only one bus can be connected to CPU at the same
time, a Bus Bridge[11] is designed.
In this new architecture, computer system is divided into
tow subsystems. All the network devices and other devices
mounted on the network bus form into a network subsystem
which connects with the Internet. All the storage devices
and other devices mounted on the local bus form into a local
subsystem which is isolated from the Internet. So even if the
network intruder suddenly gets the whole control of network
bus in network subsystem, only the temporary information
of the network subsystem is exposed, while the local
subsystem is left intact. Thus, hardware-level isolation can
effectively ensure the security of sensitive data in local
subsystem.
As the new secure computer architecture has one CPU
and two subsystems, there should be a befitting operating
system to support this architecture. In order to enhance the
security of the computer architecture, an embedded
operating system with internal network structure is designed,
the operating system contains two subkernels: the local
kernel and the network kernel. The two subkernels run
individually in two subsystems, and they are coordinating
relationship rather than subordinate relationship. The
relationship between the operating system and the new high
secure computer architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Abstract—Focusing on the characteristics of the new high
secure computer architecture, an embedded operating system
with internal network structure is proposed and designed. The
operating system contains two subkernels: local kernel and
network kernel. In order to communicate between two
subkernels securely, an inter-subkernel private data transfer
protocol is proposed and implemented in this paper. Colored
Petri Nets is used to verify the private protocol for eliminating
weaknesses and inaccuracies of the effective security protocol.
Index Terms—embedded operating system, data transfer
protocol, computer architecture, protocol verification, colored
petri nets

I.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer network, the network
security is becoming more and more important. A series of
network security technologies have been used to protect the
computer security, such as computer virus scan technology,
intrusion detection technology [1,2], software or hardware
encryption
technology
[3,4],
secure
computer
architecture[5], etc.
Based on the traditional architectures of computer such
as Von Neumann[6], network and local storage are
connected to the same bus, which causes potential security
issue because data in local storage might be taken if network
intruder has the control of the system bus. Aiming at this
security problem, many methods have been proposed, such
as TPM (Trusted Platform Module) [7,8], information
exchange and encryption[9]. Although these methods
enhanced the security of computer, they could not address
the fundamental problem due to the vulnerability of Von
Neumann architecture.
A new high secure architecture of network computer is
proposed by Fengjing Shao[10]. The new computer
architecture has a single CPU and two physically isolated
high-speed system buses (local bus and network bus),
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Figure 1. The operating system based on secure computer architecture

COMMUNICATION MECHANISM OF OPERATING
SYSTEM
The new high secure computer architecture combined
with the embedded operating system can effectively prevent
network intrusions from invading local subsystem. But at
the same time, it also prevents the data that user gets from
Internet in the network subsystem from entering the local
subsystem, and the data that user wants to send to Internet in
local subsystem from entering the network subsystem. In
order to implement communication between two subsystems,
there should be a secure communication mechanism of
operating system. Currently there are many secure
communication technologies in bus systems [12], but none
of them can be used in the new high secure computer
architecture. In order to communicate between two
subsystems securely, an inter-subsystem private data
transfer protocol is proposed and implemented. With the
private data transfer protocol, data can be transferred
between the two subsystems by shared transit cache and the
network intrusion can still be isolated from the local
subsystem.
In order to prevent the network intrusions from entering
local subsystem from network subsystem via shared transit
cache, a private inter-subsystem data transfer protocol is
used to control the inter-subsystem data transfer.
The private protocol is a connection-oriented protocol, it
can provide reliable end-to-end connectivity and ensure data
to be transferred safely and inerrably between subsystems.
In the process of transferring data, data is packeted as
file which is written into or read from shared transit cache.
The private protocol format is in manner of data stream.
The protocol format is fairly straightforward, which is
shown in Fig. 2, including File Structure Information (FSI),
File Begin Token (FBT), File Size (FS), File Data (FD) and
File End Token (FET).
II.

Figure 2. Private data transfer protocol format

III.

VERIFICATION OF PROTOCOL USING COLORED PETRI
NETS

As a connection-oriented protocol, it must set up endto-end connection before transferring data. Because of the
demand of the new secure computer architecture, when
using the private protocol for transferring data, both ends of
connection should be identity authentication for validation
of identity. A switch of transit cache can be used to control
whether setting up connection of both ends, for the
connection request which do not pass identity authentication,
the switch would close transit cache and the connection
request would be refused. It requires the establishment of a
security authentication mechanism to meet the demand. In
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the private data transfer protocol, connection management
based on signature verification is proposed and designed.
In the world of designing data transfer protocols,
verification is a crucial step to eliminate weaknesses and
inaccuracies of effective protocols. There are many models
to verify data transfer protocols, including, Finite State
Machines (FMS), Colored Petri Nets (CP-Nets),
Cryptographic Protocol Analysis Language Evaluation
System (CPAL-ES), etc. In this paper, we use CP-Nets
model to design and verify the private data transfer protocol,
and show how it can be used to analyze and improve the
private protocol.
There are two courses for using CP-Nets: forward or
backward analysis. As Ayda and Moon stated [13,14], the
backward state analysis of a data transfer protocol includes
three steps:
• Generating an explicit CP-Nets specification for the
protocol;
• Identifying insecure states that may or may not
occur;
• Performing a backward state analysis to test if each
insecure state is reachable or not.
Our verification model mainly depends on their work
with some minor changes and improvements. Our model
consists of the following steps:
• Describe the protocol in a CP-Nets form;
• Write Acceptance Check Steps (ACS);
• Describe the intruder model;
• Propose and analyse the modified protocol.
Digital signature technology is proposed on the basis of
public-key cryptosystem, It can ensure that only the sender
can produce information which can not be faked by others,
sender uses private-key to sign the message which would be
sent, the information which had been signed is a proof of
authenticity for a message which is sent by sender. Another
important function of digital signature is to verify the
integrity of data, because digital signatures can prevent
third-party from forging or altering message which had been
signed. The private protocol use digital signature technology
based on public-key for adding authentication mechanism in
the connection management process, therefore, security of
protocol is increased and high security requirements of data
transfer is met.
The private protocol adopts digital signature technology
based on RAS algorithm. The first researchers to discover
and publish the concepts of Public-Key Cryptography(PKC)
were Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman[16], and The
Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol (also called
exponential key agreement) was developed, The protocol
allows two users to exchange a secret key over an insecure
medium without any prior secrets. The Diffie-Hellman key
agreement protocol provided an implementation for secure
public key distribution, but didn't implement digital
signatures. After reading the Diffie-Hellman paper[15],
three researchers at MIT named Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir,
and Leonard Adleman (RSA) began searching for a
practical mathematical function to implement a complete
PKC approach[16]. After working on more than 40

candidates, they finally discovered an elegant algorithm
based on the product of two prime numbers that exactly fit
the requirement for a practical public key cryptography
implementation.

The basic protocol of digital signature based on RSA is
very simple. Roughly speaking, the protocol scenario is as
follows:

Figure 3. CP-Nets model for the private protocol

•

Step 1: model the private protocol using CP-Nets
illustrated in the Fig. 3.
M1: A, αx mod P
M2: αy mod P,Ek(SBs(αx, αy),Bp))
M3: Ek(SAs(αx, αy),Ap))
Step 2: apply the Acceptance Check Step (ACS) to STS
messages. We note that the general man-in-middle intruder
can exist between the two entities or client-server. As the
intruder works in the model, we forward to the step3. It is
clear that the intruder cannot get the shared key between the
two entities, but the intruder owns a key that can be shared
in the secure transition between the two sides. The weakness
of this model depends mainly on that both sides do not
verify each other or there is no certification for the entities.
Step 3: add the proposed intruder side in the model as in
the Fig. 4.
M1: A, αx mod P
M1\ : A, αz mod P
M2: αy mod P,Ek2(SBs(αz, αy),Bp))
M2\ : αz mod P,Ek1(SBs(αz, αx),Bp))
M3: Ek1(SAs(αx, αz),Ap))
M3\ : Ek2(SAs(αz, αy),Ap))

The protocol initially is based on RSA in the first
message from entity A to entity B. The entity A
generates a random value x and compute the term αx
mod P where both α and P are known integers
values for the two entities.
• In second message of negotiation, entity B generates
a random value y, computes the shared key K. It
sends an encrypted message enciphered with the
computed key. The encrypted message itself is a
signed message of B’s private key. Upon entity A
receiving the second message, the shared key is
computed and it can verify that the signed message
is from entity B after decrypting it with B’s public
key embedded in the message.
• Finally, the entity A signs a message with its private
key. Then it sends the message encrypted with the
shared key K.
The protocol messages as follows:
• A→B: A, αx mod P
• A←B: αy mod P,Ek(SBs(αx, αy),Bp))
• A→B: Ek(SAs(αx, αy),Ap))
Steps of protocol analysis is described using Colored
Petri Nets as follows:
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Figure 4. CP-Nets model for intuder in the private protocol

Figure 5. CP-Nets model for the modified private protocol

By analyzing the private protocol as in Fig. 4, we find
that man-in-middle attack has the ability to direct the
negotiation between communications of both ends. The
intruder shares K1 with sender and K2 with receiver, so the
intruder can modify the outgoing messages from sender to
receiver and vice versa.
From Fig. 4, the private protocol and the attack can be
explained below:
• The intruder intercepts the message M1, stores
everything and sends it’s own data instead of
sender’s data to the receiver as in M1\ .
• The receiver then gets the shared key K2 with the
Intruder. It then signs a message by it’s private key,
encrypts it with the shared key, and supposes to
send M2 to sender.

•

•

•
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The intruder intercepts M2 then stores receiver’s
data and decrypts it to get the receiver public key
then verifies the signature. Also, the intruder signs a
new message using it’s secret key, encrypts it with
the shared key K1 with the sender, and sends it to
the sender.
The sender receives the message M2\ , decrypts it to
get the public key from it, and validates the
signature in the message for acceptance or rejection.
Upon the above, the sender signs, encrypts a new
message M3, and believes that it could be sent to the
receiver.
The intruder intercepts the message M3, decrypts to
get the public key, and validates the signature. Upon
the above, the intruder can fabricate the new
message M3\ and impersonate the receiver by it.

The receiver decrypts M3\ and validates the
signature. Upon that, it decides to accept or reject
the negotiation.
From the analysis above, it is clear that the intruder can
now eavesdrop, modify or delete all subsequent messages.
To prevent such attacks, each communication end should
certify the outgoing messages and verify the incoming
messages, and the certification must be done with all
exchanges between the sender and the receiver.
The modified private protocol is specified as follows:
• The sender A selects a random secret integer rA and
sends to receiver B the message M1. Upon receiving
M1, B selects a random secret integer rB, computes
the shared secret K = (αrA) , and sends message M2
to A.
• Upon receiving M2, A uses Cert(B) to verify the
authenticity of B’s signing key PB, verifies B’s
signature on the message (αrA, αrB), computes the
shared secret K = (αrB)rA , and verifies the MAC on
SB(αrA, αrB) . A then sends message M3 to B.

•

send M3

receive M1
send M2
receive M3

send M2

receive M2

send M1

receive M1

Upon receiving M3, B uses Cert(A) to verify the
authenticity of A’s signing key PA , verifies A’s
signature on the message (αrA, αrB), and verifies the
MAC on the SA(αrA, αrB). If at any stage a check or
verification performed by A or B fails, then that
entity terminates the protocol run, and rejects.
Fig. 5 illustrates an intruder between the sender and the
receiver. once again, we study the case of man-in-middle
attack. We show that the intruder can not modify the
outgoing messages from the sender to the receiver and vice
versa.
M1: A, αrA
M2: Cert(B), αrB, SB(αrA, αrB), MACk(SB(αrA, αrB))
M3: Cert(A), SA(αrA, αrB), MACk(SA(αrA, αrB))
By analyzing the modified private protocol, we find that
man-in-middle attack does not have the ability to control the
negotiation between the sender and the receiver. The
intruder neither shares K1 with the sender nor K2 with the
receiver. Also, presentation using CP-Nets, Fig. 6 shows
that the modified private protocol is secure.

receive M3

send M3

receive M2

compute
M1

send M1

•

Figure 6. Modified private protocol intruder model
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. CONCLUSION

In the new high secure computer architecture, in order to
prevent the network intrusions from entering local
subsystem from network subsystem via transit cache, in the
embedded operating system, a inter-subkernel private data
transfer protocol is designed and used to control the intersubkernel data transfer. We use Colored Petri Nets to verify
and improve the private data transfer protocol and prove that
the private data transfer protocol can ensure data to be
transferred safely and inerrably between subkernels.
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